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Quote of the Month 
All in all, for someone who was immersed in, fascinated by, and dedicated to flight, I was 
disappointed by the wrinkle in history that had brought me along one generation late. I had 
missed all the great times and adventures in flight. — Neil Armstrong 
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Starliner First Flight Fails ISS 
Docking 
 

 
 

Boeing’s crew capsule lifted off successfully on 

December 20, and landed successfully at White Sands on 

December 22. But in between these milestones, it failed 

to dock with ISS because a timer glitch caused it to burn 

too much fuel. This wouldn’t have happened with humans 

aboard, so a second unmanned test may not be necessary 

– TBD. 

Articles: https://www.space.com/boeing-
starliner-landing-next-steps-unclear.html 

https://www.space.com/nasa-astronauts-on-
boeing-starliner-anomaly.html 

Launch video (starts at 1:03 hr.) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIDytLL734A 

Landing video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cnzuFloDtM 
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mailto:sswift42@aol.com
mailto:sydh@ou.edu
mailto:ctsscott@mac.com
mailto:nsshq@nss.org
https://www.space.com/boeing-starliner-landing-next-steps-unclear.html
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Fair Price Comparisons for CCDev? 
  

 

Boeing disagrees with a chart in a report on commercial crew from the Office of 
Inspector General that estimated the per-seat cost of flying astronauts on Starliner 
at $90 million, which is higher than both SpaceX’s estimated cost of $55 million as 
well as NASA’s purchases of Soyuz seats, which have been as high as $86 million a 
seat. It argued that each mission will include “the equivalent of a fifth passenger in 
cargo” that should be taken into account. That would reduce the average seat 
price to a little more than $70 million, still higher than SpaceX even if its Crew 
Dragon does not carry the equivalent of a fifth passenger in cargo. The OIG report 
also claims NASA paid Boeing nearly $300 million more than originally planned in 
its commercial crew contract in part because of agency concerns that the company 
might drop out of the program. 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/nasa-inspector-general-criticizes-additional-
boeing-commercial-crew-payments/ 

https://spacenews.com/boeing-fires-back-at-nasa-inspector-general-regarding-
commercial-crew-report/ 

 

https://spacenews.com/nasa-inspector-general-criticizes-additional-boeing-commercial-crew-payments/
https://spacenews.com/nasa-inspector-general-criticizes-additional-boeing-commercial-crew-payments/
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We Have a Space Force! 
  

 

On the same day as the Starliner launch, President Trump signed into law the 
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2020, creating the U.S. Space 
Force as the sixth branch of the U.S. armed forces. The NDAA authorizes the 
establishment of the U.S. Space Force as a separate military branch to reside 
within the Department of the Air Force, the same way the Marine Corps is 
organized as an independent service in the Department of the Navy. The last time 
anything like this happened was when the Air Force was spun out of the Army Air 
Corps in 1947. Several USAF bases may soon be redesignated as Space Force 
bases. 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/trump-signs-defense-bill-establishing-u-s-space-
force-what-comes-next/ 

https://spacenews.com/following-standup-of-u-s-space-force-air-force-bases-
could-be-renamed-as-space-bases/ 
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Hanukkah Celebrated on ISS 
                                                            

 
 

Starliner landed on the first day of Hanukkah. Astronaut Jessica 

Meir, who had hoped to see Starliner dock to ISS, tweeted a photo 

of her feet in some nontraditional but festive blue, neon green and 

purple socks, complete with menorahs and representations of the 

Star of David.  

Article:  https://www.space.com/nasa-astronaut-jessica-meir-

hanukkah.html 

Meir’s biography is interesting: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jessica_Meir 
 

 

Blue Origin’s New Shepard Flies for Sixth Time, With NASA 
Payloads – Crewed Flights in 2020? 

https://www.space.com/nasa-astronaut-jessica-meir-hanukkah.html
https://www.space.com/nasa-astronaut-jessica-meir-hanukkah.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jessica_Meir
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On December 11, the first New Shepard launch in 7 months reached 

an altitude of 65 miles. The launch also marked a sixth spaceflight for 

this vehicle, making it Blue Origin's most-flown booster and space 

capsule (the previous record was five flights). Aboard were NASA 

experiments and two art experiments for the winners of the Art in 

Space Contest, held by the band Ok Go, which asked middle school 

and high school students to come up with innovative art projects to 

launch to space. Blue Origin is still saying humans will fly aboard New 

Shepard this year.   

Articles:  https://www.space.com/blue-origin-new-shepard-ns-12-

launch-landing-success.htmlhttps://www.space.com/jeff-bezos-blue-

origin-artemis-moon-lander-team.html 

 

Long March 5 Returns to Flight 

https://www.space.com/band-ok-go-student-art-space-launch-contest.html
https://www.space.com/band-ok-go-student-art-space-launch-contest.html
https://www.space.com/blue-origin-new-shepard-ns-12-launch-landing-success.html
https://www.space.com/blue-origin-new-shepard-ns-12-launch-landing-success.html
https://www.space.com/jeff-bezos-blue-origin-artemis-moon-lander-team.html
https://www.space.com/jeff-bezos-blue-origin-artemis-moon-lander-team.html
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On December 27, over 900 days after the failure of the second Long March 5 

mission, in July 2017, China closed out 2019 with a successful return to flight. The 

Long March 5 is a new generation launch vehicle with close to twice the payload 

capacity of the most powerful older Chinese rocket (14 metric tons to GTO and 8.2 

tons to translunar injection), making it crucial to China’s plans over the next 

decade. This flight carried an 8-metric-ton Shijian-20 comsat. China can now 

proceed testing a derivative launcher needed to construct its planned space 

station and attempt to launch its first independent interplanetary mission — to 

Mars — in summer 2020. The Chang’e-5 lunar sample return mission is expected 

to follow in late 2020.  

Articles: https://spacenews.com/successful-long-march-5-launch-opens-way-for-

chinas-major-space-plans/ 

https://www.space.com/china-long-march-5-rocket-2019-launch-success.html 

https://spacenews.com/successful-long-march-5-launch-opens-way-for-chinas-major-space-plans/
https://spacenews.com/successful-long-march-5-launch-opens-way-for-chinas-major-space-plans/
https://www.space.com/china-long-march-5-rocket-2019-launch-success.html
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China Now Has a Commercial Space Alliance                                                         

 

The China Commercial Space Alliance was launched at a December 11 ceremony in 

Beijing. The alliance was created by six groups including units under the state-

owned defense and space contractors the China Aerospace Science and 

Technology Corporation and China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation. 

The China Space Foundation and the Chinese Academy of Sciences are also 

involved. The new collaborative body, creaed to help promote and regulate the 

country’s burgeoning private space sector, is a response to the rapid growth of 

private aerospace companies following a 2014 government decision to open areas 

of the space sector to private capital. Several new orbital and suborbital launch 

providers plan first flights in 2020. 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/china-creates-commercial-space-alliance-

expands-launch-complex/ 

https://spacenews.com/new-chinese-commercial-rocket-firms-move-toward-

maiden-launches/ 

 

https://spacenews.com/china-creates-commercial-space-alliance-expands-launch-complex/
https://spacenews.com/china-creates-commercial-space-alliance-expands-launch-complex/
https://spacenews.com/new-chinese-commercial-rocket-firms-move-toward-maiden-launches/
https://spacenews.com/new-chinese-commercial-rocket-firms-move-toward-maiden-launches/
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“Fewest Steps to the Moon” – Boeing Proposes a 
Lander that Deoesn’t Need the Gateway 

                                        

 
On November 5, Boeing delivered a proposal to NASA for a crewed lunar lander 

that doesn’t need a transfer stage to get from the Lunar Gateway to low lunar 

orbit. It doesn’t even need to go to the Gateway at all; it can rendezvous directly 

with an Orion capsule. This lander is one of several Artemis projects Boeing is 

working on; the others include a Gateway prototype and an uncrewed cargo ship 

concept.  Boeing says this approach reduces the number of mission critical events, 

such as launches and dockings, to as few as five, using just two launchers and no 

Gateway. Alternative approaches, Boeing claims, require 11 or more such events. 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/boeing-offers-sls-launched-lunar-lander-to-nasa/ 

https://www.space.com/boeing-human-moon-lander-concept-nasa-artemis.html 

 

 

https://spacenews.com/boeing-offers-sls-launched-lunar-lander-to-nasa/
https://www.space.com/boeing-human-moon-lander-concept-nasa-artemis.html
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Doubts/Debates About Artemis Funding 
Continue

                            

At a November 13 meeting of the House Science Committee, Tom Stafford, Doug 

Cooke (former SLS manager) and Tom Young (former NASA center director) all 

expressed doubts about  the current NASA approach to lunar return. Stafford and 

Cooke don’t like the Gateway, and Young doesn’t like the commercial approach. 

Rep. Eddie Bernice Johnson (D-Texas), chair of the committee, said NASA has “an 

arbitrary deadline that is uninformed by technical and programmatical realities, 

that is unaccompanied by a credible plan and that fails to identify the needed 

resources.” Meanwhile, an Oct. 23 letter from Russell Vought, acting director of 

the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), to Sen. Richard Shelby (R-Ala.), 

chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, says NASA can only make the 

2024 deadline with full funding of the White House’s $2.3B this year; Shelby’s 

committee has only offered $1.6B. 

 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/house-committee-raises-doubts-about-artemis/ 

https://spacenews.com/white-house-warns-congress-about-artemis-funding/ 

 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/shelby-mega-approps-10-23-19.pdf
https://spacenews.com/house-committee-raises-doubts-about-artemis/
https://spacenews.com/white-house-warns-congress-about-artemis-funding/
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FAA Reorganizes Commercial Space Office

                            

Wayne Monteith, FAA associate administrator for commercial space 

transportation, speaking at a Chamber of Commerce commercial space 

conference, emphasized the need for his office to be more efficient to deal 

with a sharp increase in launch activity. “In the last seven years, our licensing 

activity has increased by about 1,000%,” he said. “We see the potential for 

that to happen again over the next five years.” The reorganization creates 

two new directorates within the office, known in FAA terminology as AST. 

One is an “operational” directorate responsible for licensing, permitting, 

safety and compliance. The other will handle other issues, such as policy, 

research and development, stakeholder outreach, support services and the 

new Office of Spaceports. 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/faa-approves-commercial-space-office-

reorganization/ 

 

 

 

https://spacenews.com/faa-approves-commercial-space-office-reorganization/
https://spacenews.com/faa-approves-commercial-space-office-reorganization/
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Hayabusa 2 Headed Home From Ryugu  
                     

 

After more than a year packed full of work at the asteroid, Hayabusa 2 headed 

home to earth on November 12. The voyage back to Earth will take the spacecraft 

about a year. When Hayabusa 2 arrives near earth, it will eject a capsule 

containing samples gathered from Ryugu for a landing in the Australian Outback.  

 

Article: https://www.space.com/hayabusa2-spacecraft-leaves-asteroid-ryugu.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.space.com/hayabusa2-spacecraft-leaves-asteroid-ryugu.html
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OSIRIS-REx Shows Eruptions on Asteroid Bennu 

                                                           

 
When analyzing images of Bennu from OSIRIS-REx's navigation camera, study co-

lead author Carl Hergenrother, an astronomer at the University of Arizona, Tucson, 

said, "What are these stars?" But those spots of light did not turn out to be stars. 

Instead, they were particles that Bennu had ejected, and they were traveling just 

above the asteroid's surface. The researchers spotted three large eruptions from 

Bennu in January and February of this year, each ejecting a maximum of 200 

chunks up to 4 inches (10 centimeters) across at top speeds of about 7.4 mph 

(11.9 km/h). They also detected eight smaller eruptions that ejected about 20 or 

fewer bits of asteroid. Like comets, this activity may be due to solar heating. 

OSIRIS-REx is orbiting Bennu looking for a place to grab a sample, to be returned to 

earth in 2023. 

Article: https://www.space.com/asteroid-bennu-eruptions-cause.html 

 

 

https://www.space.com/asteroid-bennu-eruptions-cause.html
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Startup Funding for NEOCam – At Last 
                                                          

 

The fiscal year 2020 “minibus” spending bill signed into law by President Trump 

Dec. 20 that provides $22.63 billion for NASA includes $35.6 million to start 

development of the Near Earth Object (NEO) Surveillance Mission. That mission 

would fly a small space telescope with an infrared camera to discover and track 

NEOs, helping identify any that pose an impact risk to the Earth. NASA associate 

administrator for science, said at a September 23 meeting of the agency’s 

Planetary Science Advisory Committee that NASA would fund development of the 

mission as a “directed” one, led by JPL, rather than competed through the 

Discovery program of planetary science missions. It has also been renamed as NEO 

Surveillance Mission; it has an estimated cost of $500–600 million and launch date 

of 2025. 

Article: https://spacenews.com/nasa-mission-to-track-near-earth-objects-takes-

shape/ 

https://spacenews.com/nasa-mission-to-track-near-earth-objects-takes-shape/
https://spacenews.com/nasa-mission-to-track-near-earth-objects-takes-shape/
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A Cosmic Game of Whac-a-Mole 
                                                          

 

A photograph captured by amateur astronomer Ethan Chappel appears to 
show an asteroid slamming into the gas giant Jupiter on August 7. We’d 
better get busy on asteroid deflection technology. We don’t need any more 
Chesapeake Bays. The rock that carved out Chesapeake Bay about 35 
million years ago threw molten debris over 4 million square miles (10 
million square km) of land and water, from Massachusetts to Barbados.  

 

Articles: https://www.space.com/jupiter-impact-flash-photo-august-
2019.html 

https://www.space.com/chesapeake-bay-meteor-impact-crater.html 

 

https://www.space.com/jupiter-impact-flash-photo-august-2019.html
https://www.space.com/jupiter-impact-flash-photo-august-2019.html
https://www.space.com/chesapeake-bay-meteor-impact-crater.html
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Virgin Galactic Stock Price Swoons, Then 
Recovers 

                  

                                         

 
Virgin Galactic stock had a rough ride after opening on the NYSE on 

October 28. A month after its debut at $11.75, it had declined to $7.25. But 

as of this week, it’s very close to its starting price. We should have bought 

the dip. 

Article: https://spacenews.com/virgin-galactic-rides-out-early-struggles-on-
wall-street/ 
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ESA Signs First Contract for Space Debris Removal 

 

                                                           

The European Space Agency signed a debris-removal contract with Swiss startup 

ClearSpace tasking the company with deorbiting a substantial piece of a Vega 

rocket left in orbit in 2013. The mission, dubbed ClearSpace-1, is slated to launch 

in 2025 to capture and deorbit a 100-kilogram Vespa payload adapter an 

Arianespace Vega left in orbit after deploying ESA’s Proba-V remote-sensing 

satellite. ClearSpace will lead a consortium of European companies in building a 

spacecraft equipped with four robotic arms to capture debris and drag it into 

Earth’s atmosphere. Cost: 117 million euros ($129 million).  

Meanwhile, Iridium is making noise that it might pay something to deorbit its 30 

inert satellites. At $10,000 per satellite, the opening bid is much too low to attract 

any service provider – but it shows commercial companies are at least thinking 

about it. 

Articles: https://spacenews.com/swiss-startup-clearspace-wins-esa-contract-to-

deorbit-vega-rocket-debris/ 

https://spacenews.com/iridium-would-pay-to-deorbit-its-30-defunct-satellites-for-

the-right-price/ 

https://spacenews.com/swiss-startup-clearspace-wins-esa-contract-to-deorbit-vega-rocket-debris/
https://spacenews.com/swiss-startup-clearspace-wins-esa-contract-to-deorbit-vega-rocket-debris/
https://spacenews.com/iridium-would-pay-to-deorbit-its-30-defunct-satellites-for-the-right-price/
https://spacenews.com/iridium-would-pay-to-deorbit-its-30-defunct-satellites-for-the-right-price/
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Aeolus/Starlink Close Encounter Shows Need for 
Space Traffic Control 

                  

                                         

On September 2, the European Space Agency announced it maneuvered its Aeolus 

satellite to avoid a close approach with a SpaceX Starlink satellite. The encounter 

attracted headlines in part because of reports — inaccurate, as they turned out — 

that SpaceX “refused” to move its satellite, forcing ESA to move Aeolus. 

Nevertheless, “It made us ask whether emails or late-night calls are the most 

efficient coordination mechanism, and would be advisable in a scenario with 

thousands more operational satellites,” said Francesca Letizia, an engineer in ESA’s 

Space Debris Office. Others in the industry, though, are less excited. “We move our 

satellites on average once a week and don’t put out a press release to say who we 

maneuvered around,” remarked Matt Desch, chief executive of Iridium, which 

operates a 75-satellite constellation. 

Article: https://spacenews.com/how-to-better-manage-space-traffic-aeolus-

starlink-encounter-shows-emails-and-late-night-phone-calls-no-longer-cut-it/ 

 

https://spacenews.com/how-to-better-manage-space-traffic-aeolus-starlink-encounter-shows-emails-and-late-night-phone-calls-no-longer-cut-it/
https://spacenews.com/how-to-better-manage-space-traffic-aeolus-starlink-encounter-shows-emails-and-late-night-phone-calls-no-longer-cut-it/
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New Startup Has Balloon First Stage 
                  

                                         

 
Los Angeles-based startup Leo Aerospace is developing a system that will loft 

smallsats using a rocket dropped from a giant hot-air balloon about 60,000 feet 

(18,000 meters) above Earth's surface. That rocket will be capable of launching 73 

lbs. (33 kilograms) of payload to a 340-mile-high (550 kilometers) sun-synchronous 

orbit, or 126 lbs. (57 kg) to a circular orbit of 186 miles (300 km). The company also 

plans to conduct suborbital missions using Regulus and a 10-foot-long (3 m) 

rocket, which will be able to get 220 lbs. (100 kg) to an altitude of 250 miles (400 

km).  The rockets will be expendable, but the balloon can be reused up to 100 

times. 

 

Article: https://www.space.com/balloon-launch-rockets-leo-aerospace.html 

 

 

https://www.space.com/balloon-launch-rockets-leo-aerospace.html
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Rocket Lab’s Robot Builds Booster in 12 Hours 
                  

                                         

 
Using “Rosie the Robot”, Rocket Lab is now able to produce the carbon-

composite components of the Electron rocket in just 12 hours, a process that used 

to take more than 400 hours. Encompassing 1,507 square feet (140 square 

meters), Rosie has ample space to process the entire two-stage Electron rocket, as 

well as its payload fairings. Previously, Rocket Lab was producing an Electron 

launch vehicle every 30 days. Now, with Rosie, the company is a step closer to its 

goal of building one Electron rocket every seven days, the statement said.   

 

Article: https://www.space.com/rocket-lab-rosie-robot-build-rocket-12-hours.html 

 

 

https://www.space.com/rocket-lab-rosie-robot-build-rocket-12-hours.html
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Nanoracks Mini-Space Station Demo Mission to 
Launch This Year 

                  

                                         

 
Nanoracks has arranged two launch eight cubesats and a space habitat 

construction experiment on a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket in late 2020. The launch, in 

partnership with Maxar, will be the company's first demonstration mission for its 

Outpost project, and will cut material that mimics a used second-stage rocket 

while in space. That's the first step in turning such equipment into a space station 

that Nanoracks can then commercialize, according to the company. With Outpost, 

Nanoracks is going “back to the future,” using a much discussed but never tried 

concept of converting used upper stages into habitable volume.  

Article: https://www.space.com/nanoracks-space-outpost-habitation-demo-

mission-spacex.html 

 

https://www.space.com/nanoracks-space-outpost-habitation-demo-mission-spacex.html
https://www.space.com/nanoracks-space-outpost-habitation-demo-mission-spacex.html
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First Exomoon Found? 
                  

                                         

 
In October 2018, Columbia University astronomers Alex Teachey and 

David Kipping announced that they'd spotted evidence of a Neptune-

size world circling Kepler-1625b, a huge alien planet that lies about 

8,000 light-years from Earth. If confirmed, the newfound world, known 

as Kepler-1625b-i, would be the first moon ever discovered beyond 

our solar system. But confirmation has proven difficult. It’s still listed 

as a candidate, and one reanalysis of the data published in April 2019 

concluded that the data was fit better by a planet-only model. 

According to this study, the discrepancy was an artifact of the data 

reduction, and Kepler-1625b I likely does not exist. 

 

Article: https://www.space.com/neptune-size-exomoon-giant-planet-

core.html 

https://www.space.com/42008-first-exomoon-discovery-kepler-1625b.html
https://www.space.com/42008-first-exomoon-discovery-kepler-1625b.html
https://www.space.com/neptune-size-exomoon-giant-planet-core.html
https://www.space.com/neptune-size-exomoon-giant-planet-core.html
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Jupiter’s Core Isn’t as Solid as We Thought 

                                                           

 
About 4.5 billion years ago, a young Jupiter collided head-on with a 

planetary embryo 10 times more massive than Earth. This giant impact 

formed Jupiter's dilute core, which contains hydrogen and helium, one new 

study based on the results of NASA’s Juno probe suggests. 

Article: https://www.space.com/jupiter-strange-core-formed-by-

collision.html 

 

https://www.space.com/jupiter-strange-core-formed-by-collision.html
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Voyagers Powering Down, One Instrument at a Time 
                  

                                         

As the spacecraft RTGs gradually lose power, mission controllers have had to make 

some tough calls about which instruments to prioritize, and recently made the call 

to turn off heating for Voyager 2’s cosmic ray instrument. The instrument itself is 

still functioning for now, despite operating at conditions of negative 74 degrees 

Fahrenheit, when it was only tested down to negative 49 degrees. 

Article: http://www.astronomy.com/news/2019/07/nasa-shuts-off-systems-on-

voyager-2-saving-power-for-long-haul-into-interstellar-

space?utm_source=asyfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=asyfb&fbclid=IwA

R2Gc4UnyabUaUnJhCbLIA6dWgWDGJ8TgVGJJrfyVC7307cBjv4Icb2kyec 

 

http://www.astronomy.com/news/2019/07/nasa-shuts-off-systems-on-voyager-2-saving-power-for-long-haul-into-interstellar-space?utm_source=asyfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=asyfb&fbclid=IwAR2Gc4UnyabUaUnJhCbLIA6dWgWDGJ8TgVGJJrfyVC7307cBjv4Icb2kyec
http://www.astronomy.com/news/2019/07/nasa-shuts-off-systems-on-voyager-2-saving-power-for-long-haul-into-interstellar-space?utm_source=asyfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=asyfb&fbclid=IwAR2Gc4UnyabUaUnJhCbLIA6dWgWDGJ8TgVGJJrfyVC7307cBjv4Icb2kyec
http://www.astronomy.com/news/2019/07/nasa-shuts-off-systems-on-voyager-2-saving-power-for-long-haul-into-interstellar-space?utm_source=asyfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=asyfb&fbclid=IwAR2Gc4UnyabUaUnJhCbLIA6dWgWDGJ8TgVGJJrfyVC7307cBjv4Icb2kyec
http://www.astronomy.com/news/2019/07/nasa-shuts-off-systems-on-voyager-2-saving-power-for-long-haul-into-interstellar-space?utm_source=asyfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=asyfb&fbclid=IwAR2Gc4UnyabUaUnJhCbLIA6dWgWDGJ8TgVGJJrfyVC7307cBjv4Icb2kyec
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This Week At NASA 

 
 

Videos:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nspRYAso0c&list=PL1D946ACB21752C

0E&index=8&t=0s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emQej1NKTtU&list=PL1D946ACB21752

C0E&index=7&t=0s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgztN23ZALU&list=PL1D946ACB21752C

0E&index=6&t=0s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uanbL9a3gM0&list=PL1D946ACB21752

C0E&index=5&t=0s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ue4YSdph7TQ&list=PL1D946ACB21752

C0E&index=4&t=0s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBRRU2-

etAQ&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=3&t=0s 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nspRYAso0c&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=8&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nspRYAso0c&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=8&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emQej1NKTtU&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=7&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emQej1NKTtU&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=7&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgztN23ZALU&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=6&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgztN23ZALU&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=6&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uanbL9a3gM0&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=5&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uanbL9a3gM0&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=5&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ue4YSdph7TQ&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=4&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ue4YSdph7TQ&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=4&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBRRU2-etAQ&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=3&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBRRU2-etAQ&list=PL1D946ACB21752C0E&index=3&t=0s
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That’s All Folks 
  

 

 

 

  

 


